beneath the floor slab. The structure is hermetically" sealed and air-
conditioned with this gravity heat.
The building complete, being destined to stand in unimpressive sur-
roundings bounded by three ordinary village streets, we settled upon the
main entrance as interior to the building lot 5 thus the motor car was
provided for as a modern indispensable and with new hospitality. Ample
parking facilities are under cover of this great domiculated spread of
carport.
The main building itself in which the dendriform shafts are floated is
set back from the street on three sides; a colourful band of planting
dividing the main brick walls from the sidewalks, enlivening the dreary
environment. Above, the carport, tile-paved, was to have become a play-
ground for the workers.
The hemicycle—a cinema seating 250 for daytime lectures or enter-
tainment, wired complete for sound, is placed at mezzanine level at the
middle of the floor arrangment. An enclosed glass-roofed bridge spans
and connects the officers' quarters in the penthouse to a tall wood-lined
squash court rising high above the garage. President Herbert Johnson's
private office, an office for his stenographer, and a private chemical
laboratory ride at the apex of this penthouse 5 the officers, Jack Ramsey at
their head, are built in on the same level (roof level) in each of the wings
extending from it.
Below this penthouse arrangement of officers who, by way of the open
court under the glass ceiling, have a view of the big workroom on the
ground level, are the several hundred office workers sitting at especially-
devised desks on chairs that belong to the desks. Sub-heads of various de-
partments function just above them in a low gallery, mezzanine to the big
room where direct vision and prompt connection with the workers in the
big room itself is had directly at convenient points by spiral iron stairways,
The few enclosures within the big workroom are low glass walls,
screened by Aeroshades. Thus the plastic sense of the whole, most stimu-
lating, is well preserved in various parts even to the uttermost detail.
The main toilet accommodations are located, conveniently, directly
beneath the working staff and are directly reached by means of small
circular iron stairs located at appropriate intervals.
The entire building operation, generally by way of cost-plus arrange-
ments, was in the architect's hands, ably managed by Ben Wiltscheck,
supervised by myself and superintended by the Taliesin Fellowship, mainly
by Wesley Peters and Edgar TafeL
To enumerate in detail or even catalogue the innovations to be found
in this one building would require more time and patient attention on your
part, and mine too, than either of us cares to give it. So let's say here that
it is technically, and in the entire realm of the scientific art of Architec-
ture, one of the world's remarkably successful structures. I like it* They
like it. Let it go at that,
For once in a way, again an up-to-the-minute thoroughbred, daughter
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